SWIMMING POOL OR WADE POOL

1. Chlorine 1.0 to 8.0 ppm
2. Bromine 3.0 to 10.0 ppm
3. pH 7.0 to 7.8
4. Cyanuric Acid: Max 100ppm
5. Water clarity sufficient / no algae present
6. DPD test kit in use is reliable and properly stored
7. Deck & sidewall depth markers permanent with 4” numbers
8. Markers at max. & min. depth, breakpoint & 2” depth intervals
9. Minimum 2 entry / exits
10. Depth markers no more than 25 feet
11. Depth markers – feet and / or inches in 4” letters
12. Wade pool 15ft from shallow /35ft from deepwater areas
13. Wade pool fenced separately from pool / spa
14. Wade pool with independent circulatory / sanitation system

SPA

15. Chlorine 1.0 to 8.0 ppm
16. Bromine 4.0 to 10.0 ppm
17. pH 7.0 to 7.8
18. Cyanuric acid outdoor spa (100 ppm or less)
19. Water clarity sufficient / no algae
20. Water temp 104F or less / spa thermometer available
21. Emergency shutoff switch not <5’ & not >10’ from spa
22. Manually operated 15min timer switch available to users
23. Depth markers ft and / or inches in 4” letters

CIRCULATION EQUIPMENT & MECHANICAL

29. Pump and filter functioning
30. Circulation equipment has pump vacuum or vacuum pressure gauge
31. Filter inlet and outlet gauge, and flowmeter in place
32. Exposed piping labeled with function & directions of flow
33. Written operation & maintenance instructions provided
34. Pool/spa heater has TDLR operation certificate
35. No user access to heater controls
36. Skimmer basket not used to dispense chemicals
37. Skimmer covers in place

FILL WATER / DRINKING WATER / OPERATION

38. 1x1 stripe on leading edge of benches & water lounges
39. 1x1 strip on leading edge of underwater / swimout steps
40. Fill water public water supply
41. Water distribution system protected against backflow

BATH HOUSE & SANITARY FACILITIES

42. Facilities clean and sanitary
43. Mirror shatter resistant & soap dispenser metal or plastic
44. Toilet paper and holder provided
45. Single use towels or hand dryer provided
46. Covered waste receptables
47. Floor slip resistant & sloped to floor drains
48. Private gender specific facilities

GLASS CONTAINERS & FOOD

49. Glass containers not in pool / spa yard
50. Trash containers provided

AQUATIC PLAY FEATURES

51. Wave pool has rope and float line restricting access to caisson wall
52. Wave and Surf pools have 2 emergency shut off switches

NO DIVING MARKERS & TRANSITION LINE

53. Min. 2 - 4” “NO DIVING” letters & symbol no more than 25’ apart
54. 4”x 4” line on bottom at transition from shallow to deep
SIGNS

55. Sign(s) visible to pool/spa user in all areas of pool/spa yard
56. No Diving in 4” letters & symbol where applicable
57. Warning – No Lifeguard on Duty as applicable - 4” letters
58. In Case of Emergency Dial 911 – 4” letters
59. Emergency “Phone” location sign visible in pool/spa yard
60. Pool / spa maximum user load – 2” letters
61. Emergency spa shut off – 2” letters
62. Location of emergency phone or device when applicable – 2” letters
63. Pets in pool / spa prohibited – 2” letters
64. Persons less than 14yrs not in pool without adult supervision – 2” letters
65. Extended breath holding activities prohibited – 2” letters
66. Glass items not allowed – 2” letters
67. Changing diapers within 6’ of pool prohibited – 2” letters
68. Do not swim if ill with diarrhea in past 2 weeks – 2” letters
69. Do not use spa if water temp. is over 104°F – 1” letters

SPECIFIC SAFETY FEATURES

70. Emergency phone within 200’ and not answered by onsite office
71. Emergency phone operable / charged
72. Min. 12’ non-conductive reaching pole within 20’ of pool
73. USCG ring buoy with throw rope within 20’ of pool
74. Lifeguards provided at pools as required

CLASS A & B AND ALL RESIDENTIAL YOUTH CAMPS

75. Minimum fence height 6 feet
76. Fence designed to be difficult to climb
77. Opening in or under fence do not allow passage of 4” sphere
78. Gate(s) / door(s) continuously & directly supervised or locked
79. Service gate not in use, closed and locked

CLASS C, D & DAY CAMPS POOLS / SPAS NOT SUBJECT TO HSC757

80. Minimum fence height 48” (4 feet)
81. Gate(s)/door(s) self-closing and self-latching
82. Openings do not allow passage 4” sphere
83. Hardware on gates and doors at least 3-1/2ft above ground
84. Gate not propped open
85. Gate or door open outward away from pool / spa
86. Service gate not in use closed and locked
87. No building in pool/spa yard with exits out of pools/spa yard

ALL POOLS & SPAS SUBJECT TO HSC757

88. Minimum height 48”
89. Gate(s)/door(s) not propped open
90. Service gate not in use, closed and locked
91. Latch either on outside of gate & min 60” above the ground
92. Latch inside gate 3” below the top of gate or door; and
93. No openings exceeding ½ “within 18” of the latch
94. Latch min 42” above ground & opens with key, card or comb.
95. Horizontals at least 36” apart with gaps less than 4”
96. After 1/1/94 horizontals ≥ 45” apart/gaps≤4”, or
97. After 1/1/94 horizontals < 45” gaps no greater than 1-3/4”
98. After 1/1/94, No chain link fencing
99. After 1/1/94, gate(s) / door(s) open outward
100. After 1/1/94 No fence cutouts w/ gaps greater than 1-3/4”

Signs that are in bold letters are not required unless signs are replaced after 01/01/2021 or the facility constructed on or after 01/01/2021. A complete list of all new sign requirements can be found at: https://dshs.texas.gov/poolspa/guidance.aspx.

Comments: ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Inspected by(signature): ______________________________________________________________________________________

Owner/Operator(signature): ____________________________

Printed Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Printed Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________